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Preamble 

The College Affordability Task Force developed this Material Selection Rubric in 2017.   The Task Force proposes an organized, systematic 

process in which the cluster selects textbooks and ancillary course materials based on sound academic decisions and prices.   

The process was modeled in part after a textbook selection process used by the PBSC Math Cluster.  Usually the Math Cluster selects 

committees for the courses in need of new course materials.  These selection committees will then have publishers present their products to 

them.  After the presentations, the committees make recommendations to the Math Cluster for adoption.   

Design of this rubric accounts for quality, affordability, and many other factors necessary for choosing the best textbooks for a course.  

This rubric will need adaptations depending on each Cluster’s needs.  The Task Force is confident that this rubric will help the selection 

committees choose the best course materials for the students.  When selecting course material, the math selection committees use criteria that 

are closely associated with this rubric to assist in unifying course material selection. 

Rubric Glossary on page 8 and Relevant Policies in Place on page 13 were added for convenience. 
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Name of Evaluator: _________________________________________________    Date: ___________________  

 

Cluster: ____________________________   Textbook Selection Committee: __________________________________ 

 

Course Title and Course Number (e.g. Int. Algebra, MAT 1033C): __________________________________________________ 

Title of Textbook, Manual, or Course Material: ________________________________________________________________ 

Author: ___________________________________________   Publisher: __________________________________ 

Edition Number: ___________________    ISBN (if available):________________________________________ 

 

Total Points (5-30): _____________ 

COMMENTS: 
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 Superior Good Competent Below Expectations Unacceptable 

Scholarly Quality 
 
Points (1-5):______ 

Textbook is peer 
edited by top 
scholars or 
publishers in the 
field, and reflects 
best practices in 
current scholarship 
(5 pts). 

Textbook is peer 
edited by scholars 
or publishers with 
legitimate 
academic 
affiliations in strong 
institutions, and 
reflects current 
scholarship (4 pts). 

Textbook is edited 
by scholars in the 
field with academic 
credentials from 
accredited 
institutions, or 
standard education 
publishers. Textual 
concepts reflect 
standard practice 
and theories in the 
field (3 pts). 

Texts are not peer 
reviewed by 
academics, or 
partially oversight 
from academics 
with credits from 
non-accredited 
institutions. Textual 
concepts are 
partially based on 
biased and illogical 
presumptions, or 
outdated theories 
(2 pts). 

Material’s editing is 
vague, nonexistent 
or has no scholastic 
oversight. Material 
is outdated or 
erroneous (1 pt.). 

Affordability 

 
Points (1-10):_____ 

Textbook is well 
below average text 
costs for the course, 
and offers 
exceptional added 
value (9-10 pts). 

Textbook is below 
the average text 
costs for the course, 
and has above-
average added value 
(7-8 pts). 

Textbook is 
approximately equal 
to the average text 
costs for the course, 
and offers the 
standard added value 
for contemporary 
publishers (4-6pts). 

Textbook is above 
the average text 
costs for the course. 
Added value is 
limited (2-3 pts). 

Textbook is well 
above the average 
text costs for the 
course, and offers 
limited to no added 
value (1 pt.). 

Utilization 
 

Points (1-5):______ 

Over 90% of the text 
will be directly 
utilized in class 
readings or to 
complete class 
assignments (5 pts). 

From 60% to 90% of 
the text will be 
directly utilized in 
class readings or to 
complete class 
assignments (4 pts). 

From 30% to 60% of 
the text will be 
directly utilized in 
class readings or to 
complete class 
assignments (3 pts). 

From 30% to 10% of 
the text will be 
directly utilized in 
class readings or to 
complete class 
assignments (2 pts). 

Less than 10% of the 
text is directly 
utilized in class 
readings or to 
complete class 
assignments (1 pt.). 
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Student Accessibility 

 
Points (1-5):______ 

The text is 
exceptionally 
accessible to student. 
Language correlates 
with the reading 
skills of our 
institution’s 
students. Text and 
presentation are 
graphically 
appealing, 
innovative, and 
prolific. Textbook is 
portable (5pts). 

The text is accessible 
to student. Language 
correlates with the 
reading skills of our 
institution’s 
students. Text and 
presentation are 
graphically appealing 
and prolific. 
Textbook is portable 
(4 pts). 

The text is accessible 
to student. Language 
correlates with the 
reading skills of our 
institution’s 
students. Text and 
presentation are 
graphically 
appealing.  Textbook 
is portable (3 pts). 

The text has 
limitations in its 
accessibility to 
student. Language 
does not correlate 
with the reading 
skills of our 
institution’s 
students. Text and 
presentation have 
below average 
graphic appeal. 
Textbook potentially 
has portability issues 
(2pts). 

The text is 
inaccessible to 
student. Language is 
obscure, flawed, or 
well above/below 
the reading skills of 
our institution’s 
students. Text has 
limited to no graphic 
appeal. Textbook is 
awkward to 
carry/transport (1 
pt). 

 

RUBRIC INTERPRETATION 

The maximum for the rubric is 30 points.  A text scoring less than 15 points should be subject to review for approval as a legitimate course text. 

 

 

Correlation with 
Curriculum 
 

Points (1-5):______ 

The text material 
completely covers 
material that would 
correlate with 
meeting the course 
learning outcomes 
and fits the course 
description (5 pts). 

The text covers 
material that would 
correlate with 
meeting most of the 
course learning 
outcomes and fits 
the course 
description (4 pts). 

The text covers 
material that would 
correlate with 
meeting at least half 
of the course 
learning outcomes 
and fits most of the 
course description (3 
pts). 

The text covers some 
material that would 
correlate with 
meeting the course 
learning outcomes 
and fits some of the 
course description (3 
pts). 

The text material 
does not cover 
material that would 
correlate with 
meeting the course 
learning outcomes or 
course description (1 
pt.). 
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RUBRIC GLOSSARY 

 

1. Scholarly Quality: 

a. “Top Scholars/Publishers in field.” Indicates scholars with full academic credentials and notable accomplishments in their 

field, with repeated publication of textbooks which have been adopted by numerous academic institutions.  Top 

publishers should have name recognition as publishers of quality academic texts that have been repeatedly adopted by 

academic institutions within the United States (Publishers such as Norton, Pearson, Bedford, etc.) 

 

b. “Best Practices in Current Scholarship” indicate those pedagogical practices that are recognized by the academic 

community within a discipline as contemporary/cutting edge and highly effective, validated by the review and acceptance 

among scholars and journals and/or institutions.  

 

c. “Scholars or Publishers with Legitimate academic affiliations” scholars holding advanced degrees from accredited 

institutions with a reputation for national research (Quality private colleges, State Universities) or publishers with 

products peer edited by scholars with said affiliations, or material published by university presses. 

 

d. “Reflects current scholarship” texts representing pedagogical ideas commonly discussed in accredited graduate school 

classes, acknowledged in academic journals as valid concepts, appearing in multiple sources across the community of 

scholars as generally non-controversial. 

 

e. “Academic credentials from accredited institutions, or standard education publishers.” This would include those texts 

developed by our own faculty, provided their concepts are reviewed and found sound by fellow faculty within the cluster. 

 

f. “Texts are not peer reviewed by academics, or partially oversight from academics with credits from non-accredited 

institutions.”  Exceptions may be made for those texts that, while not edited or produced by academics, have had lasting 

impact on that field as recognized by academics. For example, Carnegie Mellon’s How to Win Friends and Influence 
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People in an entrepreneurship class should be given good or superior marks, as well as other enduring classics and works 

of fiction within literature classes. 

 

g. “Textual concepts are partially based on biased and illogical presumptions, or outdated theories.” Those ideas that, 

within the reasonable, rational and secular field of American public academics fall well outside the pale in 

offending/denigrating members of our student body, or whose establishment has no basis in scientific/rational method 

or the consensus of thought within that academic community. For example, textbooks advocating racial inferiorities or 

superiorities, substituting faith-based ideas as equivalent in validity to scientific theories, or proposing well outdated 

techniques (ex: the imprecise use of lobotomizing surgery to cure schizophrenia). 

 

2. Affordability: 

a. “Average Costs” are determined within cluster by comparison with other textbooks within the cluster choices, with 

consultation from materials regarding textbook expense provided by the bookstore.  Costs of textbooks should be based 

upon new text price net from the bookstore. 

 

b. “Added value” are those services provided by publishers beyond the text itself.  Some examples include customer service 

and additional guides/materials or instructional seminars from company representatives, online materials that come with 

the course at no additional cost, and the availability of the text itself in multiple formats. 

 

3. Utilization: 

a. “Directly utilized in class readings or to complete class assignments” is based upon readings assigned in the course 

syllabus as mandatory, or materials that must be referenced by the students to correctly and fully complete assignments 

given by the instructor. For example, a student completing an APA style research paper may not be directed to fully read 

through a 50-page guide of citation examples, but they would need to employ that guide to complete said paper, so that 

material would count for course utilization. 

 

4. Correlation with Curriculum: 

a. Self-explanatory, acknowledging the “course learning outcomes and fits the course description” are those items set by 

the cluster and provided in the standard syllabus, as per the academic procedures of the college. 
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5. Student Accessibility: 

a. “Language correlates with the reading skills of our institution’s students” is measured by the average ability of our 

students who are college-ready. Materials should not contain excessive academic jargon or vocabulary/diction that is 

incomprehensible to all but our highest performing students. Neither should the language be so over-simplified that our 

students are not receiving a challenging, college-level academic experience. 

b. “Text and presentation are graphically appealing.” Fonts, organization, use of color and engagement of students visually 

should be considered. Texts where visual learning and graphs/charts/illustrations are considered standard within that 

field should be examined for quality and quantity. For example: detailed and accurate illustrations of a circulatory 

system within an anatomy textbook. 

c. “Textbook is portable.” Those texts that are virtual/available online and do not require specialized systems qualify for 

high portability.  Physical texts should not overwhelm the physical capabilities/carrying capacity of our average student. 
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Relevant Policies in Place 

Section G –Academic Affairs Policies & Procedures – 2016-17 

 TITLE - Textbook Selection 

 Board Policy NUMBER 6Hx-18-2.11 

 LEGAL AUTHORITY - 1001.64 FS, 6A-14.024 FAC 

 DATE ADOPTED/AMENDED Adopted 6/19/2001; Amended 2/11/2003, 4/8/2008,  3/16/2010 

Policy: 

a) Cluster Selection Process 

Each faculty cluster will develop and maintain a textbook selection process, which may include the option by a full-time faculty member to 

select no textbook. Textbook selection guidelines will include the following items: 

 Texts will be adopted for a minimum of three (3) academic years.  All adoptions of texts (new or new edition) become effective in fall term 

of each academic year. 

 Each cluster will select the textbook that adjuncts will use for each course college-wide. 

 For those sequential courses in which the same textbook is used for more than one term, one textbook will be selected for use college-

wide. 
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 Faculty that are reassigned classes (i.e. cancellation, overloads) will use the textbook selected by the cluster for that course. 

b) Instructor Handbook Definitions: “Faculty Cluster Committees”  

 "All faculty are members of a faculty cluster… discuss all matters related to student performance, textbook selection, course and program 

development, course revisions and all other matters…” (source: Faculty/Program Instructor handbook) 

“Any curriculum action to courses or programs must be voted upon by the faculty cluster for that group” (AMM K-5) 

“After faculty cluster approval is received, the proposed action is sent to the Associate Dean liaison, the Academic Dean, the Cluster Chair, 

[etc.]” (AMM K-5) 

c) Payment for requiring specific course materials. 

Section G –Academic Affairs Policies & Procedures – 2016-17 In accordance with Florida Statute 1004.085 and Fla. Admin Code R. 6A-

14.092, the following policies are to be observed: 

No employee of Palm Beach State College may demand or receive any payment, loan, subscription, advance, deposit of money, service, or 

anything of value, present or promised, in exchange for requiring students to purchase a specific textbook for coursework or instruction. 

A Palm Beach State College employee may receive: 

(a).  Sample copies, instructor copies, or instructional materials. These materials may not be sold for any type of compensation if 

they are specifically marked as free samples not for resale. 

(b).  Royalties or other compensation from sales of textbooks that include the instructor's own writing or work. 
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